Fun inside and out

- Outdoor play area
- Small aircraft in H1 - where could you fly off to?
- Sketching trolley in H6
- Walk through the Sunderland Flying Boat in H1 - can you find the toilet?

Things to do in the Hangars

- Count how many aeroplanes you can find in H1 and H6
- Find examples of circles, triangles and rectangles
- Choose a space and think about what you can see, hear and smell
- How many different kinds of transport can you find? (H3,4,5)
- Can you find things that are red, blue, green or yellow?

Trails

- Use your phone or tablet to complete the sound trail (rafm.guide) - listen to the sounds and then find the objects in the hangars
- Jack’s Trail in H2 and Bob’s Trail in H6 - pick these up near the entrance to each hangar.

Games you could play

- Pilot Says (like Simon Says)
- There’s lots of green space outside - why not use it to play aeroplane games?
- Follow My Leader
- I Spy